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The contents of this book are protected by copyright © 2015, held by Optimal Power
Performance, LLC. All rights are reserved. Without prior written permission from the author, no
part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means. Copying or

attempting to sell the contents of this book for profit is strictly prohibited. However, we
encourage you to share these ideas with your friends, teammates, and coaches. If you find this
content useful and wish to promote it, please give credit to Optimal Power Performance and
quote or reference it as needed. Additionally, we would appreciate a link back to our website

or social media accounts.
 

Before engaging in any exercises presented in this e-book, it is important to carefully read
and understand the following waiver and release of liability statement.

 
By reading this e-book, you and anyone you represent acknowledge that participating in
physical activities carries inherent risks that cannot be completely eliminated, and that

injuries of varying degrees are possible despite taking precautions to prevent them.
 

By continuing to read, you, on behalf of yourself, your heirs, and representatives, release
and discharge Optimal Power Performance and Aj Arroyo, as well as their employees,

consultants, sponsors, and affiliates (collectively referred to as the "released parties"), from
any and all liability for any claims, actions, suits, or other proceedings resulting from

personal injury (including death), accident, or illness that you may sustain while
participating in activities presented in this e-book, regardless of fault.

 
It is essential to note that this e-book's exercises should not be attempted without

obtaining approval from your physician. This information is intended for educational
purposes only and is not intended to diagnose, treat or cure any medical condition or

replace the advice of healthcare professionals.
 

The exercises and/or nutritional recommendations in this e-book are intended for healthy
individuals aged 14 years and older, and it is crucial to assess your limits, level of training
experience, and health status before attempting or practicing any exercise or nutritional

strategy.
 

Please be advised that the information presented in this e-book is not a substitute for any
treatment, exercise, or dietary regimen prescribed by your physician or registered

dietician.
 

Before beginning any new exercise program, it is recommended to consult with your
physician and discontinue any activity if you experience abnormal discomfort, dizziness,
nausea, or shortness of breath. It is not advisable to perform any exercise unless you are

under the supervision of a certified personal trainer or strength and conditioning
specialist.

Waiver and release of liability
Copyright 2023 by Optimal Power Performance, LLC.
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LONGTOSS
Our long toss program involves a series of extension
and compression throws using weighted and regular
baseballs. Throwing weighted balls during the Extension
phase of long toss helps promote a better arm action.
The Extension Throws consist of high arc throws as
catch partners increase in distance. Done on Hybrid  A
and Hybrid B days after plyo balls, they start with 11oz
throws at 60-75ft and end with 5oz throws to
tolerance. Compression Throws are done on Hybrid A
days after extension throws and are hard on-a-line
throws at closer distances. They consist of 5-10 throws
from about 90-120ft out to your partner, around head
high.

RECOVERY
The Recovery day is the lightest day of throwing and
involves only plyo throws consisting of reverse throws
and your choice of either pivot picks, scap retractions,
10-toes, or Figure 8s. Recovery+Light pen is the same
as Recovery day, but with the addition of a light
bullpen. No Throw Recovery involves no throws and
only a normal warm-up routine consisting of dynamic
prep, bands, wrist weights and shoulder tube.

HYBRIDS
A and Hybrid B days consist of dynamic warm-up, plyo throws, and long
toss. Long toss on Hybrid A days consists only of extension throws, while on
Hybrid B days, it includes both extension and compression throws.
Plyo Velo day includes (generally) three drills with green, blue, red, yellow,
and grey plyos. WB Mound Velo uses weighted ball series and includes short
form and long form sets. Mound Velo involves max effort throws off the
mound with a 5oz regular baseball.

Pitch Design is a stage where OPP helps improve the athlete's current
arsenal by finding the best grips, cues, and pitch shapes to maximize their
success. The Baseline is the first stage of pitch design.

HOW TO FOLLOW
PROGRAM



INTRO TO WEIGHTED
BALLS

To explain why weighted balls are helpful for
drill work, the basic idea is that they give
your arm significant "proprioceptive"
feedback on its position, helping to smooth
out any inefficiencies in your throwing
motion by making you more aware of lags or
other problems. During low-intensity drills,
we typically use slightly heavier balls than a
standard baseball. Once your throwing
motion has improved, lighter balls are better
for working on raw arm speed and "whip" at
higher intensities. Athletes with stronger,
slower muscles may need to focus on
relaxing and avoiding the tendency to force
their arm into the throw, which is where
underweight balls are useful. We don't use
balls heavier than 1 pound except in very
specific cases, nor do we go below 3 ounces
as that would not provide enough carryover
to throwing a 5-ounce baseball.

We see weighted balls as a tool for velocity development, especially during sub
maximal throwing and drill work. "More" high intensity throwing with weighted
balls doesn't account for a significant increase in velocity. Typically, 15 to 30
high effort throws 1-2x per week can be effective. While heavy balls are useful
for low effort patterning, testing is usually done in the 3 oz. to 7 oz. range.
Athletes need to be properly prepared and be free of mechanical issues before
starting a max effort-throwing program that includes weighted balls. Our
approach is conservative, and there has not been an increase in injuries
observed. However, high effort throwing (of any object) carries an elevated
degree of injury risk. 



EQUIPMENT 

Plyos 
J-Bands
Wrist Weights
Leather Weighted Baseballs 
Mound Access
Plyo Wall 
Baseballs

EQUIPMENT NEEDED

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT (OPTIONAL)
Rapsodo/Trackman
Slo-motion Camera (iPhones work)
Command Training Balls 
Plyo Expansion Set

DISCOUNT
We recommend Driveline Plyo Balls and

Weighted Baseballs. OPP Athletes who train
in-house or remotely with us can receive 10%

off all Driveline throwing products.

https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-plyocare-balls/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/jaeger-sports-resistance-bands-j-bands/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-leather-wrist-weights/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-leather-weighted-baseballs/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-leather-weighted-baseballs/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-leather-weighted-baseballs/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-differential-command-training-baseball-set/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-differential-command-training-baseball-set/
https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/product/driveline-plyocare-balls/


WARM UP
DYNAMIC PREP

HOW DO WE ORGANIZE OUR WARM UPS? 

Dynamic Prep can vary and shouldn't be
repeated continuously throughout the
year. However, for the purpose of this
program we will give you a general 7-10
min dynamic warm up (not including
tissue prep) to use for the course of this
program. 

Tissue Prep - Roll out problem areas such as the traps, pec, lat,
triceps, mid-upper back, hip flexors, glutes, hamstrings, quads, etc.
Dynamic - Raise heart rate and body temp with general movements
to prep the body to produce force. 
Mobility - After the body is generally prepped for movement, its
time to open up specific areas of the body we need so we can get
into quality positions during the throw. 
Specific - Used to specifcally prep for throwing, usually detailed to
the individual. Often using medballs and/or specific movement
patterns for "feel" work. 
Sprints/Jumps are recommended especailly for those who tend to
move slow and not feel "warm" for a while. Just keep the volume
low so you don't empty the tank on the wrong thing.



WARM UP
DYNAMIC PREP

2X10/SIDE 

SPECIFIC

Half-kneeling sit back
Lateral leg swings
Cossack Squat
Bear crawl down and back - 15yd 
Pogo Hops down and back - 15yd
Lateral shuffle - 3x15yd/side

gradually increase pace/intensity
each round.

SA Supine Javelin throw (biased spine extension) 
2lb 3x5/throwing side only

Split Stance OH Rotational MB Throw
4lb 3x5/side 

SL Scoop Toss
4lb 2x10/side 

MOBILITY 
2X5/SIDE

Kneeling T-spine rotations 
Foam Roll Wall Slides 
Shoulder CARs
90/90 IR Lift offs (hold for 5s/side)



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: This exercise aims to develop the posterior shoulder's
ability to handle the force generated by increased velocities,
while also providing some mobility training for the thoracic

spine.
 

METHOD: To perform the exercise, the athlete assumes a
kneeling position with the throwing-side knee on the ground.

They begin with the torso in a vertical alignment and generate
some forward momentum, subsequently driving the shoulder

and elbow back along the natural arm path.
 

Reverse Throws



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: The purpose of this exercise is to enhance the
efficiency of the arm movement and promote forward rotation
during the pitching motion.

 
METHOD: To achieve this, begin by positioning the torso towards
the target and placing the feet in a staggered stance, with the
foot on the throwing arm side slightly in front. Then, rotate the
upper body in the opposite direction and position the glove side
towards the target. Practice making throws while in this position.

 

Pivot Picks



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: The goal of this exercise is to improve hip-shoulder
separation by keeping the lower half open and the upper half
closed.

 
METHOD: Begin by standing facing the target, holding the ball in
the throwing hand at waist level. Take a step with your throwing-
side leg, and as you do so, focus on minimizing hip rotation and
keeping your toes pointing towards the target. Drive powerfully
into foot strike and brace your front leg, folding your glove arm
down as you deliver the ball to the target. Maintain a braced
front leg and rotate around it while completing the drill.

 

Roll ins 



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: The drill was designed to groove  is called a “ten toes”
drill, which is geared towards isolating the arm action and upper
half rotation.

 
METHOD: Begin by standing facing the target, holding the ball in
the throwing hand at waist level. Take a step with your throwing-
side leg, and as you do so, focus on minimizing hip rotation and
keeping your toes pointing towards the target. Drive powerfully
into foot strike and brace your front leg, folding your glove arm
down as you deliver the ball to the target. Maintain a braced
front leg and rotate around it while completing the drill.

 

Ten Toes



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: Step backs can be used to improve pitching
technique by allowing the pitcher to delay their torso and
generate stronger momentum towards home plate. 

METHOD: To perform a step back, begin in the stretch and set
position and take a single step back with your non-pitching foot,
ensuring that the step is neither too small nor too large. Then
proceed with your leg lift as usual. As you move down the
mound, concentrate on maintaining your momentum towards
the plate and avoiding getting stuck over the rubber.
Additionally, focus on slowing down your torso's forward motion
as you approach the point of foot plant.

 

Step Backs



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: The Janitor drill is designed to improve a pitcher's
throwing technique by starting with a closed stance and
allowing the lower half to initiate the rotation while the upper half
remains still and delayed.

METHOD: To perform the Janitor drill, begin by taking a position
on the rubber and keeping your back foot in contact with it. Turn
your body so that your back is facing the target and ensure that
your torso and hips are fully rotated. Maintain a slight bend in
your leg, rather than standing straight up. Once you are in
position, lift your leg slightly (without a full leg lift) and begin
your throwing motion. Keep your attention on allowing the lower
half of your body to rotate freely while keeping the upper half
quiet and still.

Janitor Throw 



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: Drop Steps are a pitching drill that aim to enhance
momentum down the mound and delay the torso into foot plant.

METHOD: To execute the Drop Steps drill, begin by taking a
position on the mound with your back facing the target. Take a
substantial step back with your plant foot to gain ground,
ensuring that it is not a slow or small step. Once you have taken
the step, focus on moving quickly down the mound while
maintaining control. As you proceed, concentrate on delaying
your torso's forward motion (for right-handed pitchers, this
means keeping it towards the shortstop).

 

Drop Steps



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: Walking windups are a pitching drill that aims to
integrate various components of the pitching motion and
generate momentum towards the delivery.

METHOD: To perform a walking windup, face your target with the
ball in your throwing hand. Take a step forward and rotate your
foot as if you were using a rubber on a mound to prepare for the
throw. Then, bring your leg up, continue into stride, and deliver
the ball towards the target. Keep the momentum flowing
towards the target and avoid pausing at a "balance point". This
drill can help you put together different aspects of the pitching
motion and improve your delivery.

 

Walking Windups



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: The Step Away drill is a pitching exercise that
promotes a correct weight shift and helps pitchers experience
the ideal drive position. This drill also reduces the need for
excessive thinking during the delivery, allowing pitchers to focus
on athleticism, an essential but sometimes neglected aspect of
pitching technique.

METHOD: To execute this pitching drill, move away from your
target with your leg on the glove side. As you plant your foot,
switch it with your throwing-side leg, then rotate your body and
throw the ball from this position.

 

Step Away Drill



DRILLS

 

PURPOSE: The Buaer drill has a similar affect to pitching
mechanics that the step back does, however we like to rotate
this drill in as step backs become stale and/or if the athlete
doesn't "sit" particularly well during their coil. 

METHOD: To perform this drill, raise the throwing side leg into
peak leg lift and then abrubtly throw it down. As the foot plants,
focus on the "sit" as you coil and fall down the mound. Be sure to
not just sit and throw. Creating enough momentum to transition
down the mound is still ideal.  

 

Bauer Drill



Day of Week
Throwing
Workout*

Perceived
Throwing Effort

Level

# of Plyo Drills
Performed

Monday Recovery
Low - 50-60%

Effort
2-3

Tuesday Velocity
High - 100%

Effort
3-5

Wednesday Recovery
Low - 50-60%

Effort
2-3

Thursday Hybrid A
Medium -70-80%

Effort
3-5

Friday Recovery
Low - 50-60%

Effort
2-3

Saturday Velocity
High - 100%

Effort
3-5

Sunday Off   

DAILY PLYO CHANGES

To comprehend how each day changes, it is crucial to
understand the percentage of perceived effort (RPE), as shown in
the effort percentage above. 

Moreover, it is important to note that a high RPE on a particular
day does not necessarily imply that every throw on that day will
be at that intensity. On days where intensity is higher, athletes
should gradually work up to that level and not perform every
throw at a high intensity.



On-Ramp Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Week 1 Recovery
Hybrid A

no
underload

Recovery OFF Recovery
Hybrid A

no
underload

OFF

Week 2 Recovery
Hybrid A

no
underload

Recovery
Hybrid A

no
underload

Recovery
Hybrid A

no
underload

OFF

Week 3 Recovery Hybrid A Recovery Hybrid B Recovery Hybrid A OFF

Week 4 Recovery Hybrid B Recovery Hybrid A Recovery Hybrid B OFF

ON-RAMP

To prepare for a velocity phase, the on-ramp stage is crucial for physical
development, encompassing both throwing and weight training. The gradual
progression towards maximum effort throwing is important to ensure the body
can handle the stress associated with high-effort throws.

Be aware that everyone is different, some pitchers prefer to repeate week 3
and/or week 4 at least once prior to entering into a velo phase. Generally
speaking, starting a velo phase after about 6 - 8 weeks is fine as well, it all
dpeends on your throwing fitness and your starting point prior to this
program. 



Velo Phase Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Week 5 Recovery Hybrid B Recovery Hybrid A Recovery
WB Mound

Velo

Week 6 Recovery Plyo Velo Recovery Hybrid A Recovery
WB Mound

Velo

Week 7 Recovery Plyo Velo Recovery Hybrid A Recovery
WB Mound

Velo

Week 8 Recovery
Mound
Velo

Recovery Hybrid A Recovery
WB Mound

Velo

Week 9 Recovery
Mound
Velo

Recovery Hybrid A Recovery
WB Mound

Velo

Week 10
(Deload)

Recovery
Hybrid A

No
Underload

Recovery Hybrid A Recovery
Hybrid A

No
Underload

This phase is dedicated to training for increased throwing velocity. Recovery
days are essential during the velocity phase to allow the body to recover
between high-intensity/velocity days. It is important not to exceed more than
2 velocity days per week during this phase. Athletes can start with one
velocity day per week and gradually build up to two, or adjust the training
schedule if the athlete is fatigued from two velocity days.

*Sunday was removed from graph to save space.
Feeling run down? Numbers going down as soreness/fatigue increase? Take
the deload week early. Come back to fight another day. 

 
 

VELO PHASE



Season
Prep

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Week 11 Recovery
Pitch Design
(Base Line)

Recovery
Hybrid A
Mound

Recovery Pitch Design

Week 12 Recovery
Pitch Design

(Shape
Stage)

Recovery
Hybrid A
Mound

Recovery
(Shape
Stage)

Week 13 Recovery Live ABs Recovery Hybrid A Recovery
Pitch Design
(Execution

Stage)

Week 14 Recovery Live ABs Recovery Hybrid A Recovery Live ABs

The focus during the Season Prep phase is on preparing for the return to the
field and competition. Pitch designs, command work, and live at-bats are
typical activities during this phase.

Volume during pitch design sessions varies per pitcher and their arsenal. In
general, just like anything a slow progression of volume would be ideal.

Learning how to visualize, breathe, and beleive in your pitch arsenal are going
to contribute moe towards your accuracy than pitch design itself will. One
with out the other misses the forest for the trees. 

SEASON PREP



In-Season
Starter

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Week 15
No

Throw
Recovery

Bullpen Recovery Hybrid A
Recovery
+Light
Bullpen 

Game
Day

Week 16
No

Throw
Recovery

Bullpen Recovery Hybrid A
Recovery
+Light
Bullpen 

Game
Day

Bullpens should be planned out to prepare you for your Game Day start
roughly 4-5 days later. When executing these bullpens they should be at a
moderate/high intensity. You don't need to go for broke but you should be
able to throw decently high effort for a majority of the pen. Volume will vary
per person. 

Recovery/Light bullpens are not high volume or high intensity. Be smart here,
touch and feel with grips/arsenal while on the slope. Many pitchers prefer
shortbox pens at 55ft for this.

 
 
 

IN-SEASON
STARTER 



In-Season
(Reliever)

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Week 15
Recovery
+ Short

Box
Outing Recovery Hybrid A

Recovery
+ Short

Box
Outing

Week 16
Recovery
+ Short

Box
Outing Recovery Hybrid A

Recovery
+ Short

Box
Outing

Relievers operate with a much higher frequency of intensity than starters.
So they generally do not need a ton of bullpen work nor high intent work
outside of "outings" 

Recovery/Light bullpens are not high volume or high intensity. Be smart
here, touch and feel with grips/arsenal while on the slope. 

Hybrid A can be moderate/high intenisty depending on your weekly
outings and expected workload. Many pitchers prefer shortbox pens at
55ft for this.

 
 

IN-SEASON
RELIEVER 


